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an amazing and disturbing finding. Before a person considers themselves to be a Democrat, Republican, or 
Independent, they are an American first. This must change. In a functioning democracy ALL citizens must 
have a fervent belief that the voting system is above reproach. 

HOW IT WOULD WORK: Citizens could vote at their leisure up to 30-days before Election Day from 
anywhere in the world. Military personnel, American travelers, shut-ins, those lacking an official 
government issued ID (but eligible to vote) or those displaced would all be able to vote from the comfort of 
where they are currently located using any smart device, a hotel computer, a library computer, or even a 
touch-tone phone. 

Anyone who has applied for Obamacare (Affordable Care Act), gotten a COVID shot, received a stimulus 
check, filed an IRS tax return, dealt with U.S. Border Patrol, been arrested, gotten an unemployment check, 
filled out a census report, paid social security tax, attended a public school, plus more, are already in a 
government database. Those few not in any government database, who wish to vote, would have to identify 
themselves and register. The system will take it from there. 

Once on the voting site (such as AmericaVotes.gov) users will have to generate a username (perhaps their 
email address or social security number) and create a password. After inputting their name and current 
address, the system will determine their congressional district, voter eligibility, and display the applicable 
slate of candidates. Electoral College and referenda are inclusive. Voters then simply check off the boxes of 
the candidates of their choice, can vote down party lines, or even write-in (type in) candidates would be 
accepted. According to Freeman the system would be, easy, secure, and enjoyable. Today he tells us, AI 
(artificial intelligence) can be applied to further safeguard against hacking or irregularities. 

MUST BE DONE: The overall software that tallies votes would be open architecture and verifiable at every 
level and at any time. America is the democratic stalwart of the world, so if its elections are not fully trusted 
here, democracy will fail globally. Democracy is already waning worldwide and some elections are more 
suspect than others. An online system such as Freeman is proposing would bring much needed integrity and 
trustworthiness back to voting. 

WORLDWIDE - ROYALTY FREE: It should be noted that Dr. Freeman has no desire to make such a 
system proprietary or for profit. He would license the cornerstone of such a system to the US government on 
a royalty free basis and do the same for other democratic governments worldwide. In other words, he would 
not make such a system proprietary or seek patents. He thinks the UN should adopt his standard that would 
be a blueprint for voting in any and all democratic countries.
NON-COPYRIGHTED: Note the information within this website is non-copyrighted and may be quoted 
and used, but credit must be given to Dr. Michael J. Freeman or Michael J. Freeman Ph.D  

FREEMAN ALSO SAYS: IT IS TIME TO SEPARATE 
KIDS FROM INTERNET PORN: 


